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The 911 Addressing office provides addresses to all structures in Copiah County and within city
limits of both the Cities of Hazlehurst, Crystal Springs and the Town of Wesson. The Addressing
staff utilizes a vehicle equipped with a Global Positioning device (GPS), Laser Range finder and
a Distance Measuring device which provides an accurate placement of road centerlines and
structures. A 911 address helps to assist emergency services in responding to emergency calls.
A faster response time can make a significant difference in survival and degree of recovery.
However, the 911 location addresses are also often required for phone service, building
permits, driver license renewals, banks, land titles, loans, mail delivery, utility services, and
insurance companies and for other purposes requiring a site location.  

 

  

To obtain a 911 address or answers to any addressing questions, contact Darryl McMillian at
601-894-1658.

  

 

  

The Copiah County road system is composed of 620 miles. State highways, U. S. highways and
BIA roads are not included in this total.

  

 

  

While issuing addresses is not the only thing we do, it is one of the most important. Without an
orderly address system, it is very hard for your home or business to be located quickly during an
emergency.

  

Your address number should be posted at your driveway, visible from both directions of travel.
Just because the mail carrier comes from one direction does not mean the emergency units will
travel the same way. Your address number should also be clearly posted on your home or on
both sides of your mail box so it can be seen at night. Remember, in an emergency there is no
time to waste, make your home easy to locate!
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While issuing addresses is not the only thing we do, it is one of the most important. Without an
orderly address system, it is very hard for your home or business to be located quickly during an
emergency.

  

Your address number should be posted at your driveway, visible from both directions of travel.
Just because the mail carrier comes from one direction does not mean the emergency units will
travel the same way. Your address number should also be clearly posted on your home or on
both sides of your mail box so it can be seen at night. Remember, in an emergency there is no
time to waste, make your home easy to locate!

  

911 Addressing - Frequently Asked Questions:

  

Q. How do I get a new address?

  

A. Each home and business in Copiah County should have an address. When you move in, the
address does not change. If the person you buy or rent from does not know the address, call
our office at 601-894-1658. We may determine the address over the phone if you know your
new neighbor's names and addresses, and the correct road name.

  

If you are moving into a new structure or location, a new address number must be assigned.
This requires us to drive to your new location to measure the address along the road. When you
call 601-894-1658, tell us you need an address for a new structure.

  

Q. How are road names assigned?

  

A. Copiah County 9-1-1 has been designated as the street naming authority for Copiah County.
We also coordinate street naming with the municipalities to avoid duplicate names. New roads
are normally named by the residents or by the developer of a subdivision. We check that the
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proposed name is not already in use, and then the Board of Supervisors will approve or deny
the request.

  

Q. Why are some driveways named?

  

A. When there are three (3) or more structures with addresses on a road or driveway, we assign
a name and issue address numbers using the new road name. This is done to reduce confusion
when responding to emergencies, and it also helps other people find you.

  

We sometimes name drives that do not have three structures when there are several
land-owners along the road. This provides for addresses as the property owners develop their
land.

  

Assigning a name to a private drive does not mean the city or county will start maintaining the
road or that the mail carrier will deliver mail to the houses. It is still a private road, it just has an
official name.

  

Q. How are Address Numbers Issued?

  

A. In Copiah County, we use a measured system to determine your address number. There are
103 numbers in each mile, or one address each 50.8 feet. (A mile is 5,280 feet) This system is
very easy to use for emergency responders, mail and delivery services.

  

Examples of Addresses - If the distance to your home from the starting point of the road is X,
then your address = Y

  

A Distance of = Address #
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52 Feet 10

  

100 Feet 18

  

528 Feet (1/10 mile) 100

  

1/2 Mile 500

  

1 Mile 1000

  

5 Miles 5000

  

You can see that an address number can easily be "decoded" by anyone looking for a specific
address.

  

Even numbers are on the right and odd numbers are on the left if you are traveling in the same
direction the numbers are assigned.

  

When the fire department hears an address of 5750 they know it is 5-3/4 miles from the starting
point, on the right, to this address.

  

Q. Can I get a list of names and addresses?

  

A. NO. We do not give out names and addresses to the general public. This information is
shared with public safety agencies, but only for use in their official duties.
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We do furnish address lists to other government agencies such as voter registrars, planning, tax
assessor who need correct address information. We don't share phone numbers even with
these agencies as many phone numbers are unlisted or unpublished.

  

Q. When can I apply for my physical address?

  

A. You can apply for a physical address as long as you have a driveway or flagged site where
the future location will be located. Vacant land will not receive a physical address. You will need
to obtain an address before you can apply for a building permit, perk test, telephone service or
utility services.

  

Q. Where do I post my address house number?

  

A. The address number must be displayed on the front of the building or at the entrance to a
building which is most clearly visible from the road during both day and night. If a building sits
off the road and cannot be seen from the road, a sign post needs to be placed at the end of the
driveway nearest the road. The house numbers need to be displayed on the sign post with a
minimum of 3" reflective numbers. The sign post will not be necessary if mailbox sits at
driveway and numbers are displayed on the mailbox.

  

Q. Who do I need to inform of my new address?

  

A. You need to notify everyone of your address including the telephone company, bank, utility
company, cable company, Tax Office, postal service, solid waste, and anyone else you do
business with.

  

Q. Why do I need a 9-1-1 address?
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A. The reason to implement 9-1-1 is to reduce the time it takes to respond to an emergency
situation.

  

Q. I don't receive mail at my house. Do I still need a 9-1-1 address?

  

A. The 9-1-1 Dispatch Center needs to have a locatable address for every house that could
potentially call 9-1-1. Even if you receive mail at a P.O. Box or from another location, you must
still have a 9-1-1 address.

  

Q. How do they come up with my 9-1-1 address?

  

A. A Distance Based Addressing scheme is used to determine your address. Every 50.8 feet is
a potential address. The resulting number is the address. Odd addresses are on the South or
West side of the road, with the even on the North or East side of the road. There is an exception
to this rule when concerning a dead end road. Our numbers run low to high, south to north, and
west to east.

  

Q. Why do I have to notify the phone company if my address changes?

  

A. Even though we maintain a database of all structures in the County, we cannot keep up with
changes in telephone numbers, people moving, etc. If your address changes for any reason,
you must contact your telephone company. If you need to call 9-1-1, it will be from a telephone.
Only the phone company has an up-to-date database of all telephone numbers and the
addresses for them. If the telephone company doesn't know where you live, neither will the
emergency services that respond to the call from your house.

  

Q. How do I get my road fixed?

  

A. Call the Supervisor over your District in Copiah County. The list can be found at
www.copiahcounty.org and click on Board of Supervisors.
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Q. Where can I get a map of my property?

  

A. Contact or visit the Tax Assessor Office.

  

Q. Where can I pay or get information about my current property tax bill?

  

A. The Tax Collector accepts current (not delinquent) property taxes.

  

Q. Where can I pay delinquent property taxes?

  

A. The Chancery Court Clerk accepts delinquent property taxes.

  

Q. Where do I file homestead exemption?

  

A. The Tax Assessor's office accepts applications for homestead exemption from January 2
through April 1, every year.
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